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CITY OF YUCAIPA 

ORDINANCE NO 347 

POULTRY RANCH INSPECTION 

 

Ranch Name:  Robbie Hickerson Date:  06/24/2020 

 
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE 

WATER SYSTEM/COOLING SYSTEM: YES NO 

Leaks present  X  

Leaks required to be repaired                                    N/A    ☐     IMMEDIATELY     ☐      24 HOURS   ☒ 

Leaks causing wet manure  X 

Wet manure being removed or treated with lime  X 

FEED: YES NO 

Spilled feed present  X 

Evidence of rodent Infestation present  X 

EQUIPMENT: YES NO 

Operable spray equipment on site X  

   

 
MANURE DISPOSAL, DEAD BIRDS, BROKEN EGGS 

MANURE: YES NO 

Raw Manure removed from the ranch  
within three (3) days 

X  

DEAD BIRDS/BROKEN EGGS: YES NO 

Stored in Fly-tight containers  X  

Removed from ranch weekly X  

 
FLY CONTROL  

BAIT STATIONS: YES NO 

Adult fly bait station located at the end of every house  X  

Bait stations maintained properly X  

Adult flies: 
NOT 
OBSERVED 

LIGHT MODERATE HEAVY 

Adult fly population on the ranch   X   

Emergency Activities need to be implemented      YES       NO   X 
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LARVA BREEDING: NOT OBSERVED LIGHT MODERATE HEAVY 

Larva breeding on the ranch X    

Emergency activities need to be implemented      YES NO   X 

 

RANCH IS IN COMPLIANCE               YES    X NO 

 

 OBSERVATIONS: 
-Manure and pesticide logs are current.  
-Weather; mid to high 80s this week.  
-Manure has been removed, no piling of manure under the cages.  
-Light amount of broken eggs in the coups. 
-There were no flies observed before of after the inspection from the city vehicle while changing into 
and out of the inspection gear.  
-No larva observed in the manure.  
-Flies were minimal but more than the last inspection on 06/17/2020.  
-Coups 1,2 and 6 had leaks present.  He foreman was instructed to rectify the leaks and puddling   
  under the cages. 
-New growth of green vegetation/weeds observed around the perimeter of the property.  The  
  foreman stated he will conduct property maintenance on Saturday, 06/27/2020. 
-During the inspection one more coupe was being altered to become a free-range coup.  The foreman  
  stated he believes that the entire egg ranch will be free-range by the end of July. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Rectify leaks and puddling within 24HRs. 
Cut and remove all weeds prior to the next inspection on 07/01/2020. 

 
 ACTION TAKEN: 

None 

 

 

Biosecurity Measures Taken       Yes_____   No__X___ 

Inspected By: Robbie Hickerson       

 


